
From the youngers… 

I know I wrote about apples last week.  And I’m going 
to again this week.  It’s true; I have a strong case of 
what  John  Bunker  (our  heirloom apple  CSA source) 
calls apple fever.  But what is not to love? The taste of 
autumn, the beauty of the varieties,  the multitude of 
recipes,  and  what  a  curriculum tool  (this  fact  is  less 
known)!  Truly, apples have been at the center of our 
Math and Language Arts workshop these last couple of 
weeks.   We  have  used  apples  and  apple  pies  as  a 
tangible visual for fractions, we translated fractions into 
measurement while baking with and processing apples, 
we  have  worked  with  weight  and  estimations  in  our 
cooking, and the star in the center of the apple is prime 
an example  of  symmetry  in  the  natural  world.   Our 
apple  tastings  have  opened  up  Language  arts  mini-
lessons  on  adjectives  or  “describing  words,”  and  the 
names of the various apples demonstrate the use of long 
and short vowel sounds, along with the use of capitals at 

the beginning of names.  The apple’s botany is 
fascinating, and we have just touched briefly on 
the simple parts we can see.  And I could go on 
about the myriad of social studies lessons that 
are wrapped up in the fascinating journey of the 
apple, from it’s homeland in the apple forests of 
Kazakhstan.   The apple will continue to be a 
part  of  our  seasonal  studies  and  culinary 
endeavors  at  The  Community  School,  and  as 
the children enter the upper grades,  an entire 
expedition is  focused on the  narrative  of  this 
fascinating fruit.  

As  the  youngers  closed  their  first  expedition 
this  week,  they  reflected  on  the  unique 
attributes  of  the place where they live,  where 
they call home, and the community they are a 
part of.   Cutting out fabric shapes of various 
parts  of  our  community,  and  using  a  vast 
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Youngers visit The Barn Arts Collective.

Youngers bow after creating their own impromptu 
performance at The Barn Arts Collective.



collection of found 
ob ject s ,  they 
crafted  incredible 
collages  of  Mount 
Desert  Island  and 
surrounding  outer 
islands.  Not only 
wa s  th i s  a 
compi l a t ion  o f  
idea s  we  had 
worked with,  and 
a  reflection  on 
place, but it took 
care fu l  and 
patient work, over the course of several class periods.  Around their 
complex and beautiful island, they painted the mighty Atlantic, and the 
more  intimate  bodies  of  water;  Somes  Sound,  Frenchman Bay,  Seal 
Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Seal Cove, Bar Harbor, Union River Bay.  
Their  work  is  stunning  and  I  am  thinking  of  a  way  to  properly 
displaying, for all to see before they take them home.  

We begin our new expedition this week: Birds,  Feathers and Flight.  
This  expedition  will  explore  some  of  our  local  bird  species, 
adaptations, migration, the many uses of feathers and how flight and 
other  defining  features  set  birds  apart  from  their  fellow  Animalia 
friends.  

We  harvested  from  our  garden  for  the  last  time  this  year,  in  the 
pouring rain, but there were smiles on everyone’s face, as our hands 
were covered in soil, as we passed umbrellas for brief respites, and as 
we left with a giant basket full of produce!

Autumn wishes, 
Miss Jasmine

Fro m  t h e 
olders… 

Dear Families,
 
What  a  g rand 
adventure we had 
on  the  Is l and 
Exp lorer  l a s t 
week !  As  the 
Island  Explorer’s 
f ina l  week  
approached,  i t 
was clear that we 
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Thank you to: 

Gordon Longsworth for 
hosting the olders in the COA 
GIS lab, Andrew and Brittany 
of The Barn Arts Collective for 
hosting the youngers at the 
barn and sharing with us our 
first taste of Shakespeare, 
Clara Baker for welcoming 
the youngers to the Bass 
Harbor Memorial Library, 
Heather for helping with the 
older’s desk-making process, 
Emily and Sarah for helping 
with outing logistics. 

Reminders: 
• Honoring The Fire: This 

Friday! Please be sure 
you pack rain coats and 
rain boots.   There   is no 
feast on Friday and we 
will be out and about, so 
please pack a hearty 
lunch.   

• P l e a s e b r i n g b a c k 
addressed appeal letters 
when they are complete.  
T h a n k y o u f o r y o u r 
efforts. 

Natural History Mystery 

We have had many reports 
from the children of wild 
turkey sightings to and from 
school.   What is the Genus 
and Species (Latine name) of 
the wild turkey?

The olders at the GIS lab at COA.

Visiting author, Kim Ridley, reads from her new 
book, The Secret Bay, about the magic of estuaries.



needed to take one last ride as these buses have been an important part of our first weeks. The children so 
enjoyed pointing out landmarks as we moved along the Park Loop road and collaborating to name nearby 
mountains and ponds (and matching them up with the maps we’ve been studying).
 
The bus brought us to the GIS lab at COA, 
where  we  visited  Gordon  Longsworth.  He 
shared with us the importance of hand drawn 
maps as a starting place for the now digitized 
GIS  database.  The  children  were  welcomed 
into  the  lab  as  Gordon  helped  them  locate 
their  neighborhoods  on  the  GIS  maps.  The 
children also explored the wider world as well 
as  we traveled  by  map to  France,  Brazil  and 
Northern Alaska.
 
When asked why he chose to become a map 
maker, Gordon told us that as a child he saw 
the  natural  places  around  him change  as  his 
city grew and expanded. He has since worked 
and used his GIS knowledge to map towns and 
help preserve the beautiful  places  around us, 
especially here on MDI.  We are thankful for 
his  work  and  how he  has  helped  shape  this 
island that we love and enjoy.
 
Thank you so  much for  the  tools  that  were 
brought  to  schoo l  th i s  week !  We  are 
continuing work on our desks and will devote a good chunk of next week to this project.
 
Our mapping expedition will wrap up with a mapping project at Cooksey Drive, the nearby Maine Coast 
Heritage land that we steward. We will take our first trip to the overlook this week and will spend some 
time getting acquainted with this special place.
 
I look forward to our upcoming festival on Friday and learning more about the history of this island as it 
reflects in our people and our places.
 
With warmth,
Bethany

Specialty Classes 

Spanish 

As you all know last week Sergio Cahueque tought the Spanish class, here is his experience with the 
children:  With the youngest  we learned the names of  some of  the parts  of  the body in Spanish.  The 
children heard the Mayan’s human creation myth that narrates how the gods used corn to give shape to 
our bodies. Then they practiced the different words learned by placing them on a drawing that each of 
them made. During this class we also reviewed some of the children´s favorite words in spanish, how to 
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In the pouring rain, the children joyfully harvested the final 
crops of the school garden in NE harbor.



say 'my name is' and they also learned some colors. With the oldest we opened the class with the song 
“Gracias a la vida” as in every class. The children were really enthusiastic about learning the words to the 
song, so we spent most of the class time learning the lyrics and singing. Then we moved on to learn the 
pronouns (yo, tu, el/ella,  nosotros, ustedes, ellos/ellas)  and the children creatively decided to turn the 
lesson  into  a  song!.  At  the  end  of  the  class  we  briefly  talked  about  some  important  roles  in  their 
community and family- madre, hermano, amigo- connecting it back to the lyrics that we learned. Saludos, 
Sergio.

This week we started the topic “Sense of Community”. With the oldest children we remembered words in 
Spanish related to family like papá, mamá, abuelo, abuela, hermano y hermana. We also reinforced our 

learning  process  of  pronouns.  We  continued 
working  on  our  “family  history  map”  and  we 
integrated  places  where  our  grandparents  had 
been before. The children took their maps home 
to  gather  more  information  about  their  family 
history, you may assist them with this project. We 
started to discuss the role of our family members 
who  have  passed  away  in  our  community. 
Considering examples of native communities in 
North and South America, we talked about the 
role of our ancestors as protectors and guides of 
our  communities.  We  started  to  study  the 
Mexican  and  Bolivian  tradition  of  “Día  de  los 
Muertos”  (Day  of  the  Dead)  as  a  way  to 
understand the role of our dead relatives in our 
lifes.  We  focused  our  attention  in  how  this 
ce lebrat ion  br ings  together  f ami l y  and 
community members. We made our own colorful 
“banderines” for our altar, we had so much fun!. 
With the youngest we worked a little bit more on 
the poem “Dame la mano”. We also spent time 
remembering words related to how we describe 
ourselves  and  our  bodies,  we  integrated  new 
words describing the human skeleton. When we 
talked  about  the  role  of  our  ancestors  in  our 
community  it  was  nice  to  hear  their  answers: 
“they  are  part  of  our  community  because  they 
used  to  live  with  us”,  “they  are  part  of  our 
community  because  they  really  cared  for  us”, 

"they  are  part  of  our  community  because  they 
loved us so much". We discussed the celebration 

of “Día de los Muertos”. At the beginning they didn´t understand why the Mexican and Bolivian people 
celebrate their dead. I explained to them that they celebrate their life and the time they spent with us on 
the earth as well as all the good memories. Some children started to talk about their grandparents who 
passed away and what they liked about them. Following this tradition we would like to put food and drink 
they liked so much on our future altar. The children enjoyed coloring a skull in mexican style as well as 
making their own “banderines”.

Warmly, Patricia
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Clara Baker describes the crewel work of Suzanna Jones.



Upcoming Events and Info 

Our Autumn Kitchen Wishlist:
We are beginning to can and preserve, apples, carrots, cabbage and more!  If you would like to donate 
some of these supplies, or ingredients, they would be most welcome.  
-Canning Jars of all sizes
-Sugar
-Salt

Upcoming: 

Honoring The Fire
This Friday, we are venturing out to observe the remnants and history of the 1947 Bar Harbor Fire.  We 
will  be  hearing  from someone  who  helped  fight  the  fire  when  he  was  18,  we  will  be  exploring  old 
foundations of buildings burnt by the fire, looking at archives capturing the fire and its aftermath, and 
writing our own reflections on change and the power of fire.  If the rain holds, we will have a lesson on 
responsible fire-building and end the day with a campfire.  The anniversary of the 1947 fire is October 17, 
marking 68 years.  

Costume Parade and Pumpkin Carving
October 30: 12:30-3:00
Please have your child bring in a pumpkin by October 30 for carving.  Parents are welcome to come to 
the parade at 12:30, and stay to help with pumpkin carving.  
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Apples!  Apples!  Everywhere!  We can’t get enough!
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